This week’s reporters were -

James    Ellie
Milena    Beau
Jack      Emily

Today’s weather -
Cloudy and cool with some rain.
Prep T are learning about their blue words and they were doing some writing.

James

In 3/4D they are learning about Science and are getting ready for Communion.

Jack
5/6W are learning about multiplication and shapes.

Beau

3/4NW went to Avila to visit their science labs.

Ellie
Mrs White is working with Miss King and Mr Wakeling and all the teachers to make Holy Family a place where we all learn and have fun.

She also loves Friday because she gets to work with the children in 3/4NW.

Emily

1/2B are learning how to be responsible people towards animals.

Milena

In Prep KW we are learning how to become FANTASTIC writers!